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OBJECTIVE

Adults with type 1 diabetes (T1D) are aging successfully. The impact of diabetes
duration on clinical and functional status as people age with T1D is not well
known.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

We performed a cross-sectional study of older adults (age ‡65 years) with T1D.

RESULTS

We evaluated 165 older adults, mean age 70 ± 10 years. After adjustment for age,
sex, and A1C, longer duration of T1D, ‡50 years, was associated with a higher
likelihood of depression (odds ratio [OR] 2.8; P5 0.008), hypoglycemia unaware-
ness (OR 2.6; P 5 0.01), lower scores on 6-Minute Walk Test (OR 0.99; P 5 0.01)
and the Physical Component Summary (PCS) of Short Form-36 (SF-36) (OR 0.96;
P 5 0.02), and greater daily medication use (OR 1.1; P 5 0.004) compared with
those with duration <50 years.

CONCLUSIONS

In older adults with T1D, duration of diabetes impacts clinical and functional sta-
tus, independent of age and glycemic control, and should be considered in devel-
opment of management strategies for safety and success.

People with type 1 diabetes (T1D) are living longer and remaining functional in
their older age. In this clinically heterogeneous population, diabetes duration can
vary widely, as people may have been diagnosed many decades ago or as recently
as late adulthood.

In this cross-sectional study, we analyzed the impact of duration of T1D on clini-
cal and functional status in older adults.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

We performed a cross-sectional analysis of baseline data from two ongoing studies
that included older adults (age $65 years) with T1D, Technological Advances in
Glucose Management in Older Adults (ClinicalTrials.gov, NCT03078491) and Assess-
ing the Impact of Aging on Adults with T1D and T2D, between April 2017 and
March 2021. Eligibility criteria included a diagnosis of T1D, age $65 years, and sta-
ble use of diabetes technology for glucose monitoring (blood glucose monitoring or
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continuous glucose monitoring [CGM])
and insulin administration (pump or
multiple daily insulin injections) for at
least 6 months prior to assessment.
People using automated insulin delivery
systems were excluded. The institutional
review board approved the study proto-
cols at the Joslin Diabetes Center.
A clinical assessment included meas-

ures for cognitive function (Montreal Cog-
nitive Assessment [MoCA]) (1), depression
(Geriatric Depression Scale [GDS] [2,3], on
antidepressant medications, or diagnosis
of depression), impaired awareness of
hypoglycemia (IAH) (Clarke survey) (4),
hypoglycemia fear (Hypoglycemia Fear
Survey-II [HFS-II]) (5), diabetes distress
(Diabetes Distress Scale [DDS]) (6), and
quality of life (the Short Form-36 [SF-36]:
Physical Component Summary [PCS] and
Mental Component Summary [MCS]
scores) (7). The 6-Minute Walk Test
(6MWT) measured how far a person
can walk in 6 min (8).

CGM Parameters
CGM data were downloaded from a 2-
week period from all participants. A
minimum of 192 h of CGM data were
required for inclusion in the study
analyses. The coefficient of variation
(CV%) was calculated (9).

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive demographic and clinical data
statistics are reported as number and per-
centage of the cohort for categorical vari-
ables. For continuous variables, data are
reported as mean ± SD for data with nor-
mal distribution and median (1st, 3rd
interquartile) for data with nonnormal
distribution. Logistic regression results are
reported as odds ratio (OR) (95% CI). SAS
9.4 software was used for all analyses,
including Pearson and Spearman correla-
tions, Student t tests, Fisher exact tests,
general linear models, and multinomial
logistic regression models. A P value of
0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

We evaluated 165 patients with T1D.
Stratified by T1D duration, our cohort
had 53 participants with T1D duration
$50 years and 112 participants with
T1D duration <50 years. Table 1 shows
the characteristics of the overall cohort,
divided based on diabetes duration.
Overall, the two groups with duration

$50 years and <50 years did not differ
in age, sex, BMI, cognitive function,
comorbidities, living status, use of insu-
lin pump and CGM, hypoglycemia fear,
or hypoglycemia parameters on CGM.

Next, we performed multivariant reg-
ression analysis to assess the relationship
between diabetes duration and clinical
characteristics of interest. After adjust-
ment for age, sex, and A1C, duration of
diabetes $50 years was associated with
a higher likelihood of depression (OR 2.8
[95% CI 1.3, 6.1]; P 5 0.008) and IAH (OR
2.6 [95% CI 1.2, 5.7]; P 5 0.01). The
group with diabetes duration $50 years
also showed a trend toward association
with decreased physical function, as seen
by lower scores on the 6MWT (OR 0.99
[95% CI 0.98, 0.99]) and the PCS compo-
nent of the SF-36 (OR 0.96 [95% CI 0.92,
1.0]; P 5 0.02). Additionally, the group
with diabetes duration $50 years showed
a trend toward association with high daily
medication use (OR 1.1 [95% CI 1.0, 1.2];
P5 0.004).

CONCLUSIONS

In our study we evaluated the impact of
duration of T1D on clinical and func-
tional factors in older adults, age $65
years. Our results show that a longer
duration of T1D is associated with a higher
likelihood of depression and hypoglycemia
unawareness in older adults, independent
of age, sex, and glycemic control. This
observation is important for understanding
how to manage older adults with T1D
with different disease duration.

In our cohort, the two groups with
T1D duration $50 years and <50 years
did not differ in age, sex, BMI, cognitive
dysfunction, or the number of overall
comorbid conditions and diabetes-related
complications. These findings are similar
to those of other cross-sectional studies
suggesting that patients with longer dura-
tion of T1D were relatively protected
from diabetes-related complications
(10,11). These study results should be
interpreted cautiously considering an
inherent survival bias, as only those
who survive to older age are included. In
addition, the management of T1D and its
complications has changed considerably
over the past half century. Overall, these
studies may suggest that people with T1D
who survive to reach age $65 years do
not seem to carry a greater complication
burden. Although in our study we did not

find differences in overall comorbidities
between groups, there was a trend
toward more daily medications in the
group with T1D $50 years, suggesting a
higher therapeutic burden with a longer
duration of T1D.

Interestingly, the groups with longer
and shorter duration of diabetes also
did not differ in duration of hypoglyce-
mia or glycemic variability (CV%) mea-
sured by CGM. Although this finding is
reassuring, a higher likelihood of hypo-
glycemic unawareness for participants
with a duration $50 years is concerning
for higher risk of hypoglycemia. Among
our study participants, those with T1D
duration $50 years were more than
twice as likely to have hypoglycemia
unawareness. Our findings are similar to
those of another cross-sectional study,
where a mail-in questionnaire was used,
that for people with T1D, longer diabetes
duration was associated with lower
intensity of autonomic symptoms and a
higher prevalence of IAH (12). Another
network registry study showed that
greater hypoglycemia unawareness and
glucose variability in older adults with
long-standing T1D are associated with an
increased risk of severe hypoglycemia
(13). Thus, all older adults with a long
T1D duration should be carefully ass-
essed for hypoglycemia unawareness.

We also found that older adults with
T1D duration $50 years were twice as
likely to have depression compared
with those with duration <50 years.
The association between diabetes dura-
tion and depression has been shown in
previous cross-sectional studies (14,15).
These results suggest the need for dep-
ression screening in individuals as they
grow older with T1D. Our results also
showed a trend toward an association
of longer duration of T1D with a decline
in physical function and use of more
daily medications. The overall associa-
tion of higher hypoglycemia unaware-
ness and lower physical endurance can
increase the risk of falls in older adults
and is an important consideration in
development of strategies for treat-
ing older adults with a long duration
of T1D.

The limitations of our study include its
cross-sectional, single-center nature and
a heterogeneous (mostly White) popula-
tion and small sample size. This analysis
is also a subanalysis from an ongoing
clinical trial, and the results of this study
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should be interpreted with caution and
are considered hypothesis generating.

In summary, the results of our study
show that in older adults with T1D, dura-
tion of diabetes impacts clinical and func-
tional status, independent of age and
glycemic control. These observations may
help clinicians develop safe and success-
ful diabetes treatment strategies.
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